
How do heavy 
Commons users work?
…and what does that mean for structured data on 
Commons?



Meta
Purpose:
This document shall communicate the results 
of our commons user research in a graspable 
way to PM, Com and Developers.

It should go from the general to the specific in 
order to be able to give shorter and longer 
presentations.  

Participants:
6 users interviewed/observed with 
3 internal, 3 external

All are heavy commons contributors and 
maintainers. Some had a good knowledge of 
Wikidata.

Method:
Interviews and observation. Internal 
participant in real live, external participants 
via hangouts/skype.

Thematic analysis 



Tools are everything



Sort-of-structured-data via templates and 
categories



Finding images
Via Categories

On the file

Category Page



Finding images

Categories, Galleries and the Article Trick



Finding the right metadata to add
Look at similar images, reuse their information

A bicycle – but how to be 
more specific?

Open this and see: 
“Bicycles facing right”, 
“Front views of bicycles”,
 “Red bicycles”

And/Or click through the 
many subcategories of 
“Bicycle”

By  Ukexpat under CC BY SA 3.0 unp. 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2010_Cervelo_RS
_05.jpg

By  Ukexpat under CC BY SA 3.0 unp. 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Santa_Cruz_2013
_Tallboy_Al_02.jpg

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Bicycles_facing_right
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Front_views_of_bicycles
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Red_bicycles


In the Java-based “commonist” upload tool are 
“general settings”, where metadata can be defined to 
be applied to all images uploaded.

Edits are bulk edits: Upload tools 

uploaded images and their needed metadata are often similar to each other 
and/or to existing images. Thus, metadata should be easy to “reuse”

CC0: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Commonist_%22The_Commonist_0.4.28%22.png



Edits are 
bulk edits

Cat-a-lot:

HotCat:

Visual File Change:

By Spiritia under CC BY-SA 4.0: 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:VisualFileChange-4-insert-text
-and-auto-edit-summary.png

By Kaganer  under CC BY SA 3.0 unp. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cat-a-lot_example_(ru).jpg

By  Siebrand under CC BY SA 3.0 unp. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:HotCat.png (Cropped by Jan 
Dittrich)

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:HotCat.png


Edits are bulk edits

Select files
- by clicking on them
- by filtering for 

criteria
(often, both combines)

manipulate them
add, remove or change metadata 
like…

- Categories
- Add Templates
- Tags
- Flagging 
- Captions
- Search-and-Replace in free text 

fields

set of files

…just like in other media asset tools (All these photos have my sister on them, add her tag)
or in data manipulation and cleaning (Of this variable, select all values below 0 and convert them 
to undefined)

https://www.flickr.com/photos/digikam/28395669886/
http://genomicsclass.github.io/book/pages/dplyr_tutorial.html


Maintainance Categories as TODOs 
(and signifiers of problems)

← “Hidden Categories” 
are for maintainers

← How-to/ToDo for this category 
(Metadatametadata!)

← Maintainance categories are 
often added by templates



Remember this:

- Categories and templates are the current way to structure commons
- Tools and Gadgets are essential for maintenance and users love those 

tools
- Metadata is often the same for many images. Copying the data increases 

efficiency, not being able to do that results in cumbersome work
- Finding images does not work well and needs to be done via Wikipedia 

(“articletrick”), traversing through category trees, or the search function


